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Friends of the Jesus-Revelation through the writing-servant and writing-prophet Jakob
Lorber feel connected to all the people of the world as creatures and children of one and
the same Father. This heavenly Father embodied Himself in Jesus Christ 2,000 years ago
[25-28 AD.] All spirit-friends of the Jesus-Revelation recognize in this eternal Revelation
a new and great Word of God and strive to come to a mutual joyful exchange.
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- We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading================================================================
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1. HOMEOPATHY

Contacts and reactions
Link: https://www.refugiobetania.org/

Gerard

www.zelfbeschouwing.info

E-mail: zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com

www.selbstbetrachtung.info
The Dutch homepage of www.swedenborg.nlcontains very important information
about the hereafter and Swedenborg explains the Bible [the Old Testament] in a
comprehensively. What's new and also pleasing: every day the publisher or
editorial staff presents a short quote about the "heavenly works" by Swedenborg
with reference to the complete text. You can subscribe to it [free]! Via e-mail:
citaten@swedenborg.nl

******************
Oene from the Netherlands.
L.S.
Thank you Gerard, for the Light that you bring through these brochures.
Sincerely,
Oene

******************
Ron Yates from Australia.
Gerard.
A great edition again. I have to admit that I don't like using someone else's
words without acknowledging the source. I still have the idea that the Second
Coming took place in 1868 - 1950.
While I read some excerpts from the Third Testament, our Heavenly Father
explains this Third Age, since the period of clergy and communication with our
Lord connects each of us with the Father.
A lesson from the Third Testament that I absorb in my heart is that Jesus said:
"When I prayed to the Father in the second period, I prayed from wisdom to
love."

Answer
Dear Ron,
Yes dear Ron, before that time this "Third Testament" was apparently needed,
since the German books by Jakob Lorber were still unknown. The Second Coming
of Jesus has taken place in various phases: [Hildegard von Bingen, Jakob
Boehme, Swedenborg, and so on], but the Bible mentioned in Revelation. 14: 6
"And I saw another angel flying in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting Gospel, to declare

And
that, in my opinion, is linked to "The New Word" from the Lord [via Jakob Lorber]
that has now been translated into the most useful languages all over the world.
unto them that dwell on the earth, to all nations and generations, and language and people;

With this special "gift from Heaven" I feel this "Second Coming of the Lord" as the
closest thing. There will also be a "Targeted Second Coming of the Lord" [also in
stages] and the pangs of it are now obvious [natural disasters, etc.] and after the
"real cleansing" of Earth and humanity, the Lord will now and then be in the midst.
by one or another. G.

******************
Family Park from Germany.
Dear Gerard,
We wish you all the best and a blessed 2020.
Our children are desert walkers on their way to the highly acclaimed land, the
Canaan and then to heavenly Jerusalem. We, the parents, also walk in the
Canaan to move on to heavenly Jerusalem.
Family Park
Post Scriptum,
A testimony:

"Live as I lived!"
This only sentence someone heard of Jesus when he was in a coma for five days
and was in hell and in heaven aswell.

Answer
Dear family Park,
A very special and beautiful message. This testimony: "Imitate Jesus!", For He set
the example! There is nothing to add!
Sincerely,G.

******************
Caspar from Canada.
Following the article: Is God a person?
I would like to ask a question:
Is this a sensible question? (Although I find the piece very interesting!).
Why?
At first, I would say what the Bible really says: Genesis 1: 2" ... and God's SPIRIT
hovered over the waters".
Thus: God is initially SPIRIT !!!
John 4:24: GOD IS SPIRIT.
God is omnipotent. In my eyes, God is much more than a Person. God
makes Himself known in the Person of Jesus. I hereby make a wonderful
statement from God to Bertha Dudde.
Please let us know what you think about this.
Yes, I also love what Jakob Lorber writes. Praise the Lord!!!!!
I am very grateful for these Revelations !!!!!
But I believe that God chooses to reveal Himself through Jesus Christ.
Jakob Lorber also writes that Melchizedek is a pre-incarnation of Jesus.
In that piece, Lorber writes that Jesus says: I was Melchizedek!

In Genesis 18 the Lord appears to Abraham as a Person. This too can be a preincarnation of Jesus. There are more examples in the Bible.
When we see God as a Person, I believe it is Jesus. God adjusts to us so that
we can see Him IN JESUS.
The piece I sent was from Bertha Dudde. Bertha Dudde also writes about what
God said to her about Jacob Lorber, being His simple servant. I don't think Jakob
Lorber and Bertha Dudde contradict each other.
I myself have seen an angel five times, always as a person. In other words: God
can also manifest Himself in a person, but we can never see His Fullness. A friend
of mine has seen Jesus in person. He walked close to the Father. When we see
Jesus, we see the Father.
In John 1:18: No one has ever seen God; the only begotten Son, He who is in the
bosom of the Father hath declared him. So although at least everything that
concerns a Person is present in God, I find the question: Is God a Person? A bit
too simplistic, precisely because He is so much more.
God is Spirit in John 4:24. And that means so much more .................]
Looking forward to the next Bulletin. Thank you, Gerard.
With loving greetings, God's rich blessing, Connected in Him,
Caspar

Answer
Dear Caspar,
Personally, I would not call it pre-incarnation, but rather a pre-existence.
Melchizedek [king of justice [melchi = king and Zedek = justified] was just there
[without parent]. But He was not in incarnated, so there was no form of preincarnation either. He was there, as He was in the form of a personal Asmahaël
or a personal Abedam with the primordial fathers at the time of Adam, for two
months, just as angels may also manifest themselves.
As for the person Jesus or God. You are right, God is of course much more than a
Person. Apparently, in my text in the bulletin of 2019, I did not make this clear,
even though I tried to focus on Per-Sona [=to sound through]in particular - just as
His Word was and is being spoken [in Genesis 1] and to that to connect an
analogy.
"God's Spirit hovered over the waters." Dear Ron, when you enter the hereafter,
are you also a spirit? I think so! And also while maintaining your PERSONA. How
else do you imagine that?
Thank you for your additional message. G.

**********************

Tommy Rasmussen from Germany.
Concerns Jesus, born 07.01.0000
"Jesus from Nazareth, born in Bethlehem in the month January on the seventh day
in the middle of the night"
[GGJ.08_086.03] "Look, this Jesus of Nazareth, who according to your chronology
is born in Bethlehem in the year 4151 after the existence of Adam, and more
precisely at midnight on the 7th day of the month January, is what concerns His
external birth a Jew just like you!'

http://jesusoffenbarungen.ch/Lorber/GrossesEvangeliumJohannis8.html
http://jesusoffenbarungen.ch/Lorber/
http://www.j-lorber.de/
AND:
http://grenzwissenschaft-aktuell.blogspot.com/2015/05/sah-sojesus-als-kind-aus-italienische.html
Sincerely,
Tommy Rasmussen

******************
===========================================================================

Homeopathy, a wonderful gift from God.
Is Hahnemann mentioned in the Jacob-Lorber Scriptures [in the new revelations]?
But his name does not appear at all in the total work (The CD of the LorberPublisher)
.
However, Hahnemann [the ancestor of homeopathy] is mentioned in the booklet
"Healing power from the Sun" [Report from Mayerhofer] and later presented again
by Maja Daum.
This booklet quotes a text from Jakob Lorber, "Healing and Health," on pages 103 109 [in the German edition!] - also a report by Mayerhofer.
Jesus: "In the midst of this material decline - if it was to continue - this would lead to a
complete extinction of the human race; therefore I felt compassion for humanity
and enlightened individual men, (Hahnemann, born 1755, died 1843, - Meßmer,

born 1734, died 1815, - Priesnitz, Schroth, etc. [Note: also Kent and Hering])who set
up a different healing method that has no influence on the physical organism of the
human, but on his soul and therefore suitable for a higher potential to restore the
soul power, the material body and bring the balance back to its organism.
(Jakob Lorber, "Healing and Health", page 104)
Where do we find homeopathy in the Bible?
In one of the oldest issues of the JLB [May 2016], we find an article about
homeopathy: "when the people worshiped the golden statue in the desert, Moses
made the people drink molten gold after the gold was over the water'; this can
certainly be considered a form of homeopathy. "Exodus 32:20:" And he took the calf that they
had made and burned it in the fire, and ground it until it became small, and sprinkled it on the water ...

"The dance about the golden calf: "When Moses approached the camp and saw the
golden calf and the dancing people, he became angry and threw the tables [on which
the 10 commandments were] out of his hand and broke them down at the mountain
and he took the calf that they had made, and melted it in the fire, and ground it into
powder, and scattered it on the water, and let the children of Israel drink. " (Exodus
32).
Everything we see is its effects of causes and these are in the spiritual and are still
invisible to us. We also find this way of thinking in the Bible, for example, in the letter
of James: ... If the desire is fertilized, it gives birth to sin ... "(James 1,15).
So here also first the spiritual: a thought, from which then comes an action. The
cause lies in the spiritual, and the effect manifests itself in the natural or in the
external world. More generally said, we find this thought also in the first verse of the
Gospel of John: "In the beginning, the Word was and the Word was with God and the
Word was God ..." Through him all things were made; without him, nothing was made
that has been made. "(John 1,1.3)
Just as Moses "raised" the copper serpent in the desert, so should the Son of Man be
"raised" so that all who believe in Him have eternal life. (John 3.14.15).
By this Moses meant [predicted] that He [the Lord Jesus] would later have to hang on
the cross, like the bronze snake on the pole, to become a cure for everyone's true
life.
Here we have all the characteristics of a cure: the eternal life for humanity and the
cure is Jesus on the stake [the cross]. The consideration [contemplation] of this
"healing substance", that's what counts! For here the wrath of God is no longer
placed in opposition to sin, but here it is "healed" according to the rules of the
similarities. According to Old Testament law, a person hanged on the cross is a
cursed person. (Deuteronomy 21:23). Here we have all the characteristics of a real
cure: the purpose of the cure, the cure = eternal life for the human; and the medicine
= Jesus on the cross.
This fact, that the Son of God must be made like us, to save us, is testified by the
whole New Testament, and there is always a cause for wonder and praise. «

So a "cursed" is used to save the "cursed ones". The apostle Paul seizes this thought
a few times. In Gal. 3:13 he writes: "Christ saved us from the curse of the law
because He became a curse for us because it is written:" Cursed is everyone
hanging on the tree. " Here the wrath of God against sin is no longer used, but the
"healing process" is started according to the rules of the similar. According to the Old
Testament law, a person hanged on the cross is a damned person. (Deuteronomy
21:23). So a "cursed" is involved to save the cursed ones.
Also in 2 Cor. 5:21, Paul writes: "God made the one who knew no sin to be sin for us
so that we would become the righteousness of God in Him. So the Son of God had
to be like us to save us.
Jakob Lorber through the Lord: “What does the soul need after death?!” “After death,
every soul first comes in the company of the angel(s), and her" bad company "[that
surrounded him] must immediately make way '. Note: When dying, the soul enters an
Angel company. But the human soul does not always stay there. She is placed by
those in such a state, where it is possible for her to complete herself, or rather said,
she is brought to such a place [or situation] where, through a certain free activity, she
becomes the specifica that she needs for her completion (in order to get back
what she squandered in the world).[Note: Is this not very wonderful that we are being
given this opportunity? !!! What the human - his soul - has wasted during earthly life, he can
still supplement the missing soul specification [fluid soul particles!] As a last "remedy" on the
other side [in the spiritual Kingdom] which of course will take a lot of time. This is also what
causes homeopathy.] [Source: Earth and Moon, chapter. 59:17]
In the book Earth and Moon - where the above quote is described - we find an
important text about the specific soul particles, which must be complete if you want to
stay healthy.
In Gifts from Heaven 1.41.01.30.10, the Lord states: "that it is the way of so-called
homeopathy, which at the worst problem certainly serves its purpose first". In verse
15: "try homeopathy of the spirit!" Indeed: homeopathy gives the soul "in-formation."
What else does the Lord say about this: 'If someone wants to gain the experience of
whether there is a hidden genetic illness or an illness, he has acquired himself, then
he may fast, and with such a diet every now and take a sparing medicine of an
appropriate nature, then soon all the problems will report. This is the way of socalled homeopathy, which is preferred at the first ailments. That is, especially
spiritual fasting. " [GH2.43.04.16.09 = Gifts of Heaven [abstinence from bad spiritual habits while
eating healthy and moderate food, for a short week!]

Further in Lorber: "There are also situations in which man can be treated
homeopathically in a 'worldly way', namely by the world itself!" [GH.02.43.04.16.09] The Lord: "Natural is on all fronts homeopathy preferred, then any allopathy.
Because homeopathy therefore immediately adds the related spiritual into the soul
itself. In this way, the soul eventually becomes a physician of her own body. But with
allopathy, the body is forced to become a doctor about its soul in advance. [HS 1001-13 = the healing power of the Sunlight]

"That can be very confronting and in the extreme need of the body, it can interfere
retroactively with the recovery of its body, which is the unsuitable way to regain full
health. [14]
Therefore, the Lord says: "Is the second type of homeopathy preferable, the
difference from the first, because ... [17] [Note: those are the sun's globules! These words
refer to the initial phase of homeopathy of that time in the period of Hahnemann 1855 - that
is - when homeopathy was still in its infancy. We are now almost two hundred years further
and homeopathy has guided its development very well and in the meantime, one can speak
of a "mature homeopathy", which equals many symptoms in terms of the inner being.]
The Lord speaks about "the healing power of the Sun's rays!" No one can ignore that.
But without prayer and diet, both systems don't work to the fullest extent. " The Lord
emphasizes man's way of life, which was strictly adhered to by the descendants of
Adam and Noah. "The present way of life consists of artificial food, as a result of
which the soul does not receive the correct specific parts of life that are desperately
needed."
According to the Lord, we must follow the instructions precisely and only then is it
possible that any illness - irrespective of its orientation - can certainly be cured. "Even
external damage to the body can be healed with proper use!"
[HS.01_004,05] The theme healing power of sunlight: "Regarding the Sun-granules
or Sun Globules:" The diet must last at least 3-7 days as is the case with the usual
homeopathy [from Hahnemann]. Of course without coffee. Coffee kills a lot of the
soul-specifica. Be careful of such a drink! In a sense, that's even worse than opium;
it inhibits ’.
De Heer in GJE1-91:20: ‘Ieder, die Mij serieus zoekt, kan en moet het vinden! De
zieke ‘schapen’ en ‘ezels’ aan de voederbak zullen een geneesmiddel krijgen,
waar ze zeker vraatzuchtig naar zullen worden, namelijk voeding uit de
hemelen: maar dan zullen ze in de reconvalescentiesfeer erg lang op een zeer
homeopathische wijze gespijzigd worden!’...

But if someone wants to know whether there is also a secretly silent, inherited,
chronic or self-acquired illness in him, he can only fast and with such a diet
occasionally an economical medication, of course, in a corresponding manner, will
soon report: among the nerves the inherited, in the limbs the chronic and in the
bowels the self-acquired evil. And this is the way of so-called homeopathy, which
is also preferable for the first kind of evils.
[GH.01_41.01.30.10] [* - especially spiritual fasting, i.e. abstinence from bad spiritual
habits and eating healthy and moderate food for 7 days! - This is also confirmed in
the following text!]

Therefore, if you do not want to believe this word, just try the "homeopathy of the
mind" and you will immediately convince yourself that I, the eternal truth, am faithful
in every word of mine.[GH.01_41.01.30, 15] –
That is why this person [apparently at the time a friend of Jakob Lorber!] Should not just be
advised and helped, as he thinks, but he will be healed by Me homeopathically,
namely by the world itself! [GH.02_43.04.16,09] [Note: On the other side - in the
beyond, there are also - in a spiritual sense - the same spiritual with the same spiritual
analogous situations - but on this Earth: matter with matter. [= allopathy!]....
…In many respects, correct homeopathy is highly preferred over any form of
allopathy. Because through homeopathy the spiritual, which is related to the
soul and is related to it spiritually, is therefore added directly to the soul; but
the soul itself, even if it has absorbed something in its defect or at least is weakened
from outside, then it becomes a physician of its own body. [HS.01_001,13] - [Nonmaterial people are helped much faster with non-material remedies, such as homeopathy,
sun globules or the dew of blossoms, which still contain the essences of their own spiritual
life force. ]
In allopathy, however, the body is forced to become a doctor of its soul beforehand.
And if at best, it has become healthy due to the great misery of the body, then it can
only be retrospectively concerned with the recovery of the body. This is certainly the
most unsuitable way to regain full physical health again, which everyone can easily
see from the long-term debilitating reconciliation of the body and also the soul.
[HS.01_001,14] [* material surgery]
As stated, homeopathy is therefore a correct method of healing; but mind you,
there are two types of homeopathy, namely: [15] The first is uncertain in its
success because such a talented physician cannot always see where and in which
parts of the soul are weakened. He therefore cannot apply the correct soul specific.
However, a physically born again doctor can do that; but for a doctor who is not yet
completely or mostly not reborn, such a thing is very difficult or not possible at all,
even though he is intellectually competent. [16] - The healing power of the Sunlight,
A special

one (founded by Hahnemann), the result of which is,of course,more

uncertain.
[Editor's note]: This was described around 1855 and at that time homeopathy was
really in its infancy! - So it is clear that this healing method was very uncertain at the
time! - We are talking about 165 years ago because homeopathy was still under
development !!!!]]. - [With this healing method the soul is forced to regain control of
the physical suffering!]
For this reason, the second form of homeopathy, which I only mention just to
distinguish him from the first one, call the general, deserves full attention,
because no physician can fail if he is somewhat competent [Ed. Note: as many times
emphasized, we are 1 ½ century further in homeopathic development [with great progress!]. And we
still consider sun therapy as the easiest healing method - but only under the condition of praying and
fasting a lot !!! - in addition to classical homeopathy]

And it is precisely this type of homeopathy that I have already announced to you [on
July 16, 1851] and that deals with the healing power of the sun's rays.
From your side, the question now naturally comes up: How can we do such a thing? I
have shown you one way in the beginning. This way is or would be more than
sufficient if the people of this time were to follow that way of life, which was
faithfully observed by the former people. [Ed .: The old patriarchs such as Adam,
Abraham, Jacob, etc., who faithfully followed the rules of life]
For the present way of life, the way of the former human to make use of the sunlight
would be too weak. By this way of life, from the soul are withdrawn by all kinds of
refined food rather than adding to it, and those who still give it, can generally
be called bad.
It should also be noted that in the case of those diseases that are usually
caused by too much blood, a prior diet is definitely necessary, and must even
be kept as strict as prescribed in the best homeopathy.
Homeopathy looks at the inner person and observes all changes on a spiritual,
mental and emotional level. »For our adversity, which is only temporary and light,
creates an eternal and transcendent overall glory, we who do not look at the visible,
but at the invisible. That is why we do not get tired, but even if our outer being has
perished, then the inner being is renewed day by day. Because what is visible is
temporary, but what is invisible is eternal! «(2 Cor. 4: 16-18).
Swedenborg also speaks in Homo Maximus (page 124 et seq.) About detoxing from
within. When they thought that the poisons would penetrate the inner parts of the
head and brain, they would be removed there through the secretory channels and
eventually drained off the outer parts of the skin. And then you could see how they
were thrown into a quarry full of loosened dirt.
I [Swedenborg] learned that such spirits correspond to the dirty dimples on the outer
skin parts, where scabies is, and therefore also correspond to the scabies itself. «(=
That is healing from the inside!)
Allopathic treatments prevent these hellish spirits from being driven from within. In
Alzheimer's disease, for example, the mind can no longer work with the natural! This
person has completely lost all ability to understand something (namely self-knowledge
and God-knowledge). Only physical needs can be satisfied!
Hahnemann assumed that a homeopathic cure was only successful if a rash
appeared at the end of the treatment - even in patients who had never had a rash
before! This concerns the "removal of hellish gangs".
The homeopathic principle
In the event of burns, the general (allopathic) treatment is involved here to
immediately keep the affected part under cold water. Although this treatment has
the advantage that no pain can be felt at the moment due to the shock of burning, but
as soon as the cooling stops, a very severe burning pain occurs and the healing can

take a long time. On the other hand, The homeopathic treatment: with burns, the
affected part is immediately treated with identical heat, such as hot water or
heated alcohol (as Hahnemann recommends). The pain initially gets worse, but then
it decreases after a short time and usually there are no burns either.
Experienced chefs have always known this natural law very well: In the event of
burns and burnhazards, the affected part is repeatedly directed to the equally hot
fireplace; the pain diminishes quickly and so there are no burning blisters.
The famous doctor, Dr. James Tyler Kent, who read all of Swedenborg's books [and
was also a supporter of the famous homeopathic physician Hahnemann] once said:
“Everything in the universe has its own atmosphere. Every human being has its
atmosphere or its aura. He not only derived this from the books of Swedenborg, but
he already had a certain affinity with the works of Swedenborg. We also come across
this way of thinking of Jakob Lorber. The doctor Kent appears to have been one of
the most influential homeopathic doctors to date.
He says: "The connection between the will and the spirit is the real person". That is
why the doctor only needs to bring the inner person in order, that is to say, to
connect the will and the thinking. Hahnemann stated: "the mind is the key to
man"
If you would like to know more about it, then read "Emanuel Swedenborg und die
Homöopathie" [German-language - and extensively described by Thomas Noack] and highly recommended.
Many Swedenborgians were already familiar with homeopathy, although they were
not yet aware of the works of Emanuel Swedenborg.
Hahnemann did have a belief, a deep belief in God, and it can be said that his
practical investigations and achievements were motivated precisely for religious
reasons. His love for the people was palpable, a willingness to help. Yet he made
derogatory remarks about the Lord. [Like PAUL [He only persecuted the Christians - but
God saw his blindness], and ROBERT BLUM [this was an atheist on Earth, but he was a good
person after all]
Hahnemann wrote: "that he felt inspired by God." Swedenborg was not familiar with
homeopathy at the time because he was born a long time before Hahnemann.
And just as God "makes His Sun shine over the good and the bad," the laws of His
creation are open to anyone to explore. The whole teaching of Swedenborg is largely
based on the principle of analogy correspondences, and we also find this principle of
analogy in Numbers 21: 6-9.
As soon as I come to Earth again, I will conduct a thorough investigation; and I
will not accept anyone who comes to Me with any excuses! Because everyone
who is serious about searching can and must find it! The sick sheep and
donkeys at the feeding trough will receive a medicine, after which they will
certainly get hungry for the food from heaven; but then they will be

homeopathically fed for a long time as recoverers! And now back to the Gospel! "
GGJ1-91: 20
-End-
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• Is Jesus visible to all people on Earth at His
Second Coming? [By Gerd Kujoth]
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